
Minutes – Virtual Meeting
Westside/Central Service Council -Regular Meeting

Wednesday, May 12, 2021
6:00PM

Meeting recording available at metro.net/about/board/board-directors-meetings-audio-archive/.

Call to Order 6:05 p.m.
Council Representatives:
Martha Eros, Chair
Alfonso Directo Jr., Vice Chair
David Feinberg
Francisco Gomez
Ernesto Hidalgo
Cynthia Rose

Officers:
Dolores Ramos, Service Councils Administrator
Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director, Service Performance &
Analysis
Carl Torres, Transportation Planning Manager
Patrick Chandler, Community Relations Manager
Michael Cortez, Community Relations Manager

For Metro information in English, please call the following phone number: 213-922-1282.

Para más información de Metro en español, por favor llame al número que aparece a continuación:
213-922-1282

Մետրոյի մասին հայերեն լեզվով տեղեկություններ ստանալու համար, խնդրում ենք 

զանգահարել այս հեռախոսահամարով՝ 323-466-3876

Для получения информации о Metro на русском языке, пожалуйста, позвоните по указанному
ниже телефонному номеру: 323-466-3876

需要都会运输局的（语言名称）资料, 请拨打以下电话号码: 323-466-3876

Metroに関する日本語での情報は、以下の電話番号でお問い合わせください：323-466-3876

สําหรับข้อมลูเกี�ยวกบัรถโดยสารเมโทรเป็นภาษา [ไทย] กรุณาติดต่อที�หมายเลขโทรศพัท์ด้านลา่ง: 323-466-3876

េដ�ម�ីន�ិ យ� មួយអ�កបកែ�ប Metro��ក់ សូមទូរស័ព�� មេលខ 323-466-

3876។

메트로(Metro) 정보를 [한국어]로 알아보시려면, 아래 번호로 전화하십시오: 323-466-3876

Để biết thông tin về Metro bằng tiếng Việt, vui lòng gọi số điện thoại dưới đây: 323-466-3876

https://www.metro.net/about/board/board-directors-meetings-audio-archive/
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1. ROLL Called

Ms. Ramos notified the Council that George Taulé has resigned from the Service Council as he
has accepted a job outside of Los Angeles and is moving. Chair Eros expressed best wishes to
Councilmember Taulé in his future endeavors.

2. APPROVED Minutes from April 14, 2021 Meeting, Councilmembers

3. RECEIVED Metro Micro Update, Rani Narula-Woods, Senior Director, Andrew Carrasco,
Transportation Operations Manager

Metro Micro has had more than 23,000 boardings more than 12,000 downloads of the Metro Micro
App since the pilot’s Launch. The average wait time for pickup is around 11 minutes and on-time
performance is 95%. The average customer rating is 4.8 out of 5. Zones 6 and 7 (Highland
park/Eagle Rock/Glendale and Altadena/Pasadena/Sierra Madre) will launch in late June in
conjunction with the June 27, 2021 service chance in alignment with the Nextgen Phase II
implementation. Zones 8 and 9 (Northwest San Fernando Valley and UCLA/Westwood/Century City)
will launch service in August and September 2021.

Councilmember Gomez asked how many riders Metro Micro is transporting per revenue service
hour and if there is a difference in the ridership metric by zone. Mr. Carrasco replied that the
metrics do vary by zone, and the current average is around 1.3 passengers per hour. Ideally, the
service will need to carry 5-10 patrons per hour for the service to be cost effective. Due to the
pandemic, ridership has started out slow. The lowest area ridership area is the LAX zone which
operates from 5-10 a.m. then from 2-7 p.m. weekdays only, matching the hours that the previous
Line 625 operated. Depending on ridership, they may make adjustments in that zone. The zone
was originally planned to have 24-hour operation to serve airport employees. The
Watts/Willowbrook zone has the highest ridership, followed by Compton, then El Monte. The
North Hollywood (NoHo) and Burbank zones see 50-60 users per day, El Monte has about 70
riders, and Watts/Willowbrook zone has approximately 100 riders per day.

Councilmember Gomez noted that the cost per trip is somewhat high. He shared that he used
the service in the Watts/Willowbrook zone. He was the only rider and thought it was a great
service. He is hopeful that ridership will grow as the pandemic ends. He asked what the current
passenger limits are due to COVID and if there are plans to increase capacity in the recovery
phase of the pandemic. Mr. Carrasco acknowledged that the current cost per trip is high, and
noted that they expect the price to go down as there are ridership gains and the program is fully
resourced with operators and vehicles. He shared that the Ford model used in the program
carries 10 passengers by design, but due to COVID, they have limited to a maximum of 5; the
vehicles have seat markers on every other seat instructing passengers to not sit in some seats to
help enforce social distancing . Other accessible vehicles include the Dodge Caravan, which is the
same model that Access Services uses; those seat 2 individuals. They are not yet at a stage to
increase capacity.

Chair Eros asked how many vehicles are allocated to each zone. Mr. Carrasco replied that it
depends on the area. The pilot has the same budget as originally allocated, but now they are
deploying vehicles to the three Mobility on Demand zones which weren’t originally planned for in
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the pilot. The average is 8 vehicles per zone. They do have hubs. The Torrance location holds 28
vehicles and serves three zones; vehicles can be moved around to different hubs to serve various
zones. The hub in Pasadena serves the NoHo and El Monte zones and has around 14 vehicles.

Chair Eros asked what the price is per passenger and if the service is competitive with transit
network companies operations. Mr. Carrasco replied the service is starting with an introductory
price of $1 per trip. There are no transfers to public transit at this time and transit passes are not
accepted. Riders can pay the $1 fare using a TAP card or device, or a credit or debit card. They are
proposing that the fare should be $2.50 per trip. At the May Board meeting, staff will recommend
that the $1 introductory fare be continued for another 6 months.

Chair Eros asked if the vehicles used in the program use gas or an alternative fuel. Mr. Carrasco
replied that they are gas powered. However, they are going to get Ford Transit 350 electric
vehicles. A staff member traveled to view the vehicle and they plan to order some in the next few
weeks.

Chair Eros asked how the zones were selected and the radius of transport for each. Mr. Carrasco
replied that the generally, the zone limit is 20 square miles to keep wait times and travel times
down. The idea was to bring the service into disadvantaged areas. They are thinking about
combining the Watts/Willowbrook and Artesia zones and adjusting the hours. The combined
zone would be 32 sq miles, which is too large to serve without affecting wait and ride times. The
El Monte zone was originally planned as a first-last mile strategy. The NoHo, Burbank, and
Highland Park zones were intended to serve areas that are hard to serve with larger vehicles. The
service is also being used in support of NextGen in areas where fixed route services are being
discontinued.

Vice Chair Directo asked if the vehicles queue somewhere when they do not have passengers to
help people. Mr. Carrasco replied that when they first launched, the operators didn’t have any
down time. Now, they have identified high traffic areas and created transit hubs where vehicles
will sit so that they serve as an advertisement for the service during down time. Now, they look at
where people are picking up from and spot vehicles in those areas to use them in that way. They
essentially created mini zones so that the vehicles are readily available when a trip is called.

Councilmember Gomez asked what the experience has been using the RideCo dispatching
technology. Mr. Carrasco replied that the pilot will evaluate that as well. There are some things
they really like, and others they are working to change, such as making the app a little more user
friendly. One example is the virtual stops; individuals want to be able to add pick up and drop off
locations. RideCo is very invested in the project and has been very responsive; they are
functioning as an extension of staff on this project. Coming along,

Councilmember Gomez asked if the program has considered making curb to curb stops vs.
virtual stops. Mr. Carrasco replied that they are not moving in that direction yet, though it has
been discussed. The idea of the pilot, pre-pandemic, was to have excellent ridership by providing
rides to central locations where multiple people traveling to and from the same general area and
that those rides would be pooled.

Chair Eros asked if the $1 Micro fare is in addition to bus fare for transferring passengers. Mr.
Carrasco replied that the rate is $1, which is below the standard $1.75 fare, and there are no
transfers provided. Access Service riders also have to pay $1 to use the service.
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4. RECEIVED June 2021 Bus Service Changes Preview, Carl Torres, Transportation Planning
Manager

The bus service changes to be implemented in the Westside Central region on June 27, 2021 include:
Lines 14, 16, 20, 28, 30, 106, 180, 217, 251 & 720 will be shortened, extended, and/or rerouted.
Abandoned segments of their routes will either be covered by existing services, replaced by new
bus lines, abandoned altogether, or may fall within Metro’s new Metro Micro Service Zone
(Transit on Demand). Line 182 is being implemented for a more direct connection from
Northeast LA to Hollywood while also replacing segments of discontinued Lines 83, 175 & 252.
Line 617 is being implemented in the Culver City, Beverly Hills areas to provide alternative service
to discontinued segments of Lines 14, 16 & 17 on Burton Wy, Beverly Dr, and Robertson Bl. Lines
17, 68, 71, 83, 175, 181, 183, 201, 685 & 780 will be discontinued due to low utilization or
Rapid/Local consolidation and segments of their routes will either be covered by existing services,
replaced by new bus lines, abandoned altogether, or may fall within Metro’s new Metro Micro
Service Zone (Transit on Demand).

An eComment was received from Richard Arauz stating: In the NextGen sheet it shows that Line
28 will operate between downtown and Century City with every other trip ending at San Vicente
and Fairfax yet in the slide show I did not see it ending at Fairfax. Since this line has been
shortened it should have all trips to Century City with some buses being 60 fts or improved
frequencies since there would be more layover spaces due to Line 16 being shortened. Also I saw
the Glendale Micro service. I think that it should be extended to serve the Glendale neighborhood
of Crescenta Highlands since there were 2 routes but with these changes it would be reduced to
one that currently has 30+ minute frequencies or the implementation of Bike Share.

Mr. Torres replied that Line 28 will shortline at San Vicente/Olympic every other trip like it does
now, as proposed in NextGen. Staff is hoping to run Line 28 from end to end once NextGen is
fully implemented and the revenue service hours allow; the comments regarding Micro and Bike
Share will be forwarded to those departments.

An email comment was received from Wayne Wright stating: With Line 30, I wish you could have
negotiated with LADOT to take over the service west on Pico & San Vicente towards Beverly
Center & Cedars Sinai, it also would no longer connect to La Brea & Line 212, where there's a
Target, Sprouts Market, & a Michael's at La Brea & San Vicente. In addition, on the eastern part, I
would like the 30 rerouted to go to County USC Hospital and run up State St along with the 106,
if possible continue Owl Service on the 30 & bring a direct route from DTLA to the Hospital since
the 70 will replace the 68 on Cesar Chavez & the 70 will no longer serve the Hospital. With the
180/181, there was nothing mentioned about the 81 taking over the 181 in Eagle Rock via
Yosemite for the June 21 changes, nor anything about the 81 period! Also, why the 180 will now
go back to Brand Blvd After 40 Years, when then RTD moved it to Central Ave in September '81,
to directly serve the Glendale Galleria?

Mr. Torres replied that staff had a brief discussion with LADOT to ask them to cover any part of
San Vicente; at the time, their response was that their budget would not allow them to do so.
Staff will keep in contact with LADOT to see if they can take over any part of San Vicente with
their line that travels on 3rd or Beverly. The addition of Line 30 being rerouted to County USC
hospital would be difficult, with Line 30 currently running to Indiana Station on the eastern side.
They can look into whether it could be extended. Line 81 will take over the segment on Yosemite
that will be vacated by Line 181, and Line 180 will move from Central Av to Brand Bl as per the
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agreement with the City of Glendale. The City of Glendale asked Metro to allow them to operate
exclusively on Central, and to move the Metro service to Brand. Transit agency agreements try to
keep good faith to not duplicate each agency’s services, so moving Metro service over one block
was consistent with this goal.

An eComment was received from Juan Muñoz stating: For service changes in the Westside
Central shown today I wanted to comment on Lines 18, 96, and 720 but first I'll mention the lines
that operate along the Whitter corridor which Line 18 will have increased frequency with a new
shortline at Commerce Center replacing 720 in which this will be one of the three Rapids being
kept but I wanna know why Line 18 still serves Montebello Metrolink if a better shortline would be
at Whitter/Garfield since there is barely any Metrolink service at the station, and now for Line 96
in which at the San Fernando Valley Service Council it mentioned that it would be shortened at
Chavez/Alameda in which I thought it would be taken place in 2022.

Mr. Torres replied that they didn’t want to change the Line 18 at the Metrolink Station but they
needed to replace Line 720 service between Commerce Center and downtown LA. Staff will
monitor Line 18 ridership to the Metrolink Station, but right now, there is limited ridership to the
station because people aren’t riding Metrolink, though they are hoping that will change as riders
return to transit. Mr. Forgiarini added that Line 96 is being adjusted in June as part of the San
Fernando Valley bus service changes. The terminus will be Main and Alameda near Union
Station.

Vice Chair Directo suggested that a table be added with frequencies on the slides, as that’s what
riders are gaining from this service change. It would be a way to demonstrate what’s being added,
rather than just what’s being taken away. Mr. Forgiarini replied that the details were not available at
the time the presentation had to be posted; they were only very recently received. Staff is planning to
come back in June with an update on those details.

Chair Eros asked if the service change information will be posted on the Metro webpage for riders to
reference. Mr. Forgiarini replied that it will, and that there will be a coordinated pushout of the
service change information starting around Memorial Day which will include take-one brochures on
buses, posting of detailed schedules online, and signs at bus stops.

Chair Eros clarified that she wanted to make comments as a City of Beverly Hills employee. The
service changes will have impacts through Beverly Hills with the truncation of Lines 16 and 14 that
provide north-south and east-west connections through the city. While she appreciates the
compromise with new proposed Line 617, truncating those lines does affect residents, constituents,
employees, seniors, and disabled persons that work in or access the city. The Beverly Hills City
Manager submitted a letter of opposition to the changes that was read into the record during the
September meeting. Chair Eros asked what the service frequency will be for Line 617. She noted that
the Line 617 proposal was shared at the September meeting, giving very little time for the Council or
the public to respond to it. She understands that part of main goal of the Line 617 proposal was to
retain some service in Beverly Hills, but she is concerned that it may be lacking. She suggested that
MicroTransit might be introduced to help serve the City’s needs as it is already being implemented
further west, and asked for additional information on how Line 617 will operate.

Mr. Torres replied that Line 617 will operate from Culver City Expo Station to 3rd St via Robertson Bl,
make a right on 3rd S, make a left on San Vicente, go thru Cedar Sinai, make a right on Beverly Bl, a
right on La Cienega, and a right 3rd St. It will then take 3rd St and turn left on Robertson and travel the
route of Line 16 on Burton Way. On S Santa Monica Bl, it will turn right on Canon and left on Santa
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Monica Bl. Then it will basically follow the route of Line 14, making a left on Beverly Dr, travel down
Beverly Dr to Pico, then reverse its route. The intention is for Line 617 to create a hub at Cedar Sinai
at San Vicente and Gracie Allen, making that a transfer point between Line 16, 14, and 617 which
would be convenient for passengers. When they originally proposed Line 617 to replacing Line 17, a
30 minute frequency was proposed. As it was extended to cover the Line 16 on Burton Way and the
Line 14 segment on Beverly Dr, the frequency had to be extended to 45 minutes. Depending on the
ridership, frequency can be increased if the demand calls for it.

Chair Eros asked what the current frequencies are for Lines 16 and 14 right now and how much time
will be added to a rider’s trip. Mr. Torres replied that Line 16 service is increasing to 7 ½ minute
frequencies with the June service changes and asked Mr. Forgiarini to verify the Line 14 headways.

Meeting briefly adjourned from 7:10 p.m. to 7:18 p.m. to resolve technical issues.

Mr. Forgiarini replied that Line 16 is operating at 8-9 minute peak frequencies, and that will increase
to 5-8 minutes during mid days in June. Line 14’s current frequency is every 10-20 minutes during
peaks and 20 minutes during the midday; that is improving to 10-15 minutes during peak periods
and 15 minutes consistently during the midday; those frequencies are east of Beverly Center.

Chair Eros replied that she hopes the changes can be evaluated as they are being implemented and
that they can be reevaluated to determine whether sufficient service is provided. Mr. Torres replied
that based on growth, there may be an option to increase frequency and the number of vehicles on
the Line 617 on Robertson Bl/ Burton Wy/Beverly Dr.

Chair Eros added that there is also the potential of MicroTransit operating in the area to assist. She
thinks a lot of the ridership data collected during the analysis period may have been skewed due to all
of the construction that’s happening at La Cienega/Wilshire, Wilshire/Rodeo, and the reconstruction
of North Santa Monica Blvd. But Beverly Hills is a hub as an employment center with lots of medical
facilities, retail, restaurants, and destinations, and the line eliminations including the Line 30
elimination on San Vicente, all go into the city or close to the city and have an impact. She thanked
the Council for allowing her to share her thoughts and expressed that she hopes that Metro will work
closely with the City of Beverly Hills to ensure that the ridership into that portion of the Westside is
maintained or improved.

Steve Mayer commented that he would request a delay of the implementation of the segment
eliminations of Lines 14, 16, and 30 and elimination of the area related bus stops. He believes that
there were Brown Act violations at the September 23, 2020 meeting where the Service Council voted
on the NextGen proposals, and that the changes to Lines 14, 16, and 30 lack consistency with
Metro’s strategic goals, especially 1. Provide high-quality mobility options that enable people to
spend less time traveling, and 2. Deliver outstanding trip experiences for all users of the
transportation system. He provided an example of a Ralphs employee whose commute might be
increased by 30 minutes each way. The median household income of Metro bus riders is $17,975;
they generally have lower paid service jobs and cannot afford to participate in hearings, nor were they
surveyed. He feels that that the people who can least afford to lose time are being taxed the most
through these changes. He suggested that implementation of route changes and bus stop reductions
on Lines 14, 16 and 30 be delayed until December until further study can take place and provided two
draft motions for the Council to consider: Motion #1: “Postpone the Lines 14, 16, and 30 segments
elimination through the cities of Beverly Hills, West Hollywood, and portions of Los Angeles until the
December round of service changes, so that greater analysis can be conducted.” Motion #2:
Postpone the bus stop eliminations on Lines 2, 4, 14, 16, 20, 28, 30, 105, 704 and 720 in Beverly
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Hills, West Hollywood, and portions of Los Angeles until the December round of service changes, so
that greater analysis can be conducted by each City, which can then request specific changes.

Vice Chair Directo asked what avenues are available to the public to provide feedback on these
changes. Mr. Forgiarini replied that the public avenues to provide input have been the Regional
Service Council meetings as well as other communications through Metro such as through Metro’s
Customer Care department or the Metro website. The NextGen Process is one step in redesigning
the bus system, but the process of modifying it is ongoing. NextGen implementation is happening in
June for those lines described, as approved at the September Service Council meeting and October
Board meeting, consistent with what was approved at those meetings and the Board’s policy of
restoring service hours back up to 7 million revenue annualized service hours equivalent by
September. However, staff will review the performance of the changes and look to ensure that the
outcomes were consistent with expectations. The NextGen philosophy is a network based
philosophy. The issue in Beverly Hills area was that many of the lines were branches of main trunk
lines and were inconsistently provided; the intent was to create a localized, consistent service with
Line 617 to provide the coverage requested at the September Service Council approval forum. Many
of the segments where service is being replaced with Line 617 were not to be provided service at all in
the original draft NextGen Bus Plan. Line 617 is pivotal in providing that coverage and feeding into
the Beverly Center/San Vicente hub to connect to those major lines. The Council and staff will work
through those issues over the coming months and years.

Chair Eros asked if there was any interest on the Council’s part in Mr. Mayer’s proposed Motions.
The motions were again displayed for the Council. Mr. Forgiarini added that the bus stop
eliminations are far fewer than implied in the motion, as not all bus stop eliminations as published
on the NextGen website are occurring in June, even for Lines 14, 16, and 30. Mr. Torres added that in
the June service change, there are approximately 3-4 bus stop eliminations on Lines 10 and 16, and
only two on Line 14. Mr. Forgiarini added that staff can send Mr. Mayer the stop elimination details.
Chair Eros requested that the information be shared with the Council as well.

Chair Eros again asked the Council if there was any interest in moving forward with Motion #1
suggested by Mr. Mayer, clarifying that she was asking as a representative for the City of Beverly Hills
whether there would be a second for Motion #1 if it was placed on the table. There was no second,
and Chair Eros concluded the discussion by stating that the Council and City of Beverly Hills staff will
work with Metro staff to continue evaluating Line 617 to improve the service and service frequency
moving forward.

5. RECEIVED Station Evaluation Program Update, Blanca Buenrostro, Facilities Maintenance
Manager, Jorge Martinez, Transportation Planner

Metro’s Facilities Maintenance (FM) custodial services team continues to service all stations twice
daily and pressure wash each station at least once per week as part of its COVID-19 sanitization
efforts. High touch-points such as TAP ticket vending machines, elevator buttons, and handrails are
cleaned at least once daily. Some B/D Lines (Red/Purple) station entrances that were formerly closed
during COVID-19 have reopened, but partial station entrance closures are still in place at Pershing
Square, Westlake/MacArthur Park, and Vermont/Santa Monica Stations. The new contractor has
completed onboarding and training of contracted staff and will inspect all 140+ Busway, Rail, and
Transit Center Stations on a quarterly basis for two (2) calendar years. Metro staff will serve as
Quality Assurance.
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Councilmember Feinberg thanked staff for cleaning up the Pico Rimpau ticket vending machine
(TVM); it is so important to the region. Santa Monica Big Blue Bus (SMBBB) paid for it because
they think it’s so important. SMBBB also pays for the TVM by the airport because they feel it’s
such a huge benefit for the region. Mr. Martinez credited the contractor, Cubic, for the quick
response and noted that they are very responsive whenever contacted to address issues such as
these.

6. RECEIVED Regional Performance Report and Updates, Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director, Carl
Torres, Transportation Planning Manager, Patrick Chandler, Community Relations Manager

Bus operator hiring efforts continue, with 966 applications received as of April 12, 2021, and 146
operators hired. On April 8, Mayor Eric Garcetti announced that the Metro Board of Directors
voted to appoint Stephanie Wiggins, currently the CEO of Metrolink to be the next Metro Chief
Executive Officer. Comments will be accepted on the proposed FY22 budget until midnight May
18, 2021. The FY22 Budget Hearing will be held on May 19. The On the Move Riders Program will
hold their fifth annual Older Adult Transportation Expo virtually on Wednesday, May 26.

Councilmember Rose commented that the term “accidents” used in the presentation. She noted
that nationally and worldwide, there is a campaign, “Crash, not accident,” to highlight that
appropriate language would be to use the terms crash or collision, in recognition that such
incidents have a cause. She requested use of that phrasing in the presentations and into the
vernacular of the data collected. Mr. Torres replied when operators are involved in a crash or
collision, the incident is investigated to determine whether it was avoidable or unavoidable. He
will look into changing the language in the reports. Ms. Ramos noted that the term “accident” is
used only in the title of the slide. She asked if “incidents” would be an appropriate substitute, as
not all of the information in the slide represents crashes or collisions. Councilmember Rose
agreed that this would resolve the issue.

Vice Chair Directo noted that on-time performance (OTP) is starting to decline, while ridership is
increasing, indicating that people are traveling more as they get vaccinated and feel more
comfortable, while declining OTP indicates that there are more drivers on the road. He
questioned whether investments in street improvements are being properly being made, noting
that only $8 million was included in the proposed FY22 budget for the NextGen Bus
improvements as opposed to $1 billion need that has been cited previously for the full NextGen
infrastructure supports; he is concerned that an $8 million one-year amount will not be a
sufficient to provide for the dedicated improvements needed to reach the NextGen goals of
increasing service by speeding up the network. Mr. Forgiarini replied that the Speed and
Reliability Projects budget is subject to further revision as grant funding will make up a significant
portion; the budget also doesn’t always reflect the economies achieved by coordinating
implementation of these projects with cities to complete the improvements as part of City
projects. The 5th and 6th Street bus lanes are an example of that. Efforts to make street
improvements to speed up the network are continuing, and will be moving beyond downtown LA.
There is a list of 8-10 additional corridors where work is continuing as well.

Vice Chair Directo asked if there is a way to know what the one year funding need is for the
improvements. Mr. Forgiarini replied that it would be best to invite the Speed and Reliability team
to have them address that topic. The planning on that project is projected out over a 5-year time
frame.
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Mr. Chandler noted that Metro Micro is sharing promotional codes for free rides to try the service
as they implement new zones.

Vice Chair Directo asked the Council if they had a response to his concerns regarding whether the
FY22 budget contains sufficient funding for the NextGen infrastructure improvements.
Councilmember Rose concurred with Vice Chair Directo’s comments. Councilmember Hidalgo
asked what action was being proposed in response to the NextGen infrastructure allocation in the
FY22 budget. Vice Chair Directo replied that he would like to see disclosure on whether NextGen
bus lanes can be achieved with the budget being proposed for the next year, if the proposed
budget is sufficient to meet the headways being implemented in June and December, or if
NextGen is being setup for failure because it is not sufficiently resourced. It seems to him like an
underinvestment to meet NextGen service levels.

Councilmember Hidalgo asked where the $8 million number came from, if it was developed from
cost estimates or analysis as to what the costs would be for the intended dedicated bus lanes.
Councilmember Rose noted that during the recent Meet and Confer with CEO Phil Washington,
he mentioned that the full cost of projects tends to get pushed because the price is so big, and
suggested that perhaps projects should be looked at in the big picture rather than chipping away
at them because it seems easier to grasp smaller budgets.

Mr. Forgiarini replied that the $1 billion amount was intended to acknowledge that one-time
capital investments were more economically efficient than the ongoing increased service
operating costs that would be incurred in the absence of speed improvements and that this was
always made clear to the Metro Board. It was an estimate at that time, and he is hopeful that the
improvements can be delivered at a much lower cost than that. He added that he doesn’t think
the $8 million line item represents the only funds being dedicated to infrastructure
improvements, but he would rather have the Speed & Reliability team discuss that.

Vice Chair Directo asked if the Council might file concerns that the information is not available to
be able to weigh in prior to the budget being passed. Ms. Ramos clarified options for the Council
to submit their concerns for consideration during the budget hearing, and/or to the Board
meeting where the Board will consider adoption for the budget. Vice Chair Directo asked if the
Council might submit a letter stating that the Westside Central Service Council is interested in
seeing NextGen succeed, and wants to ensure that the frequencies proposed can be reached, and
that the budget has the proper investment to do that. Councilmember Rose added that she would
support that.

Councilmember Hidalgo suggested that the Council include in their remarks that they want to
make sure that the budget reflects the necessary funding to ensure that the NextGen
implementation succeeds, that it reflects the cost analysis for the needed improvements, that it is
sufficient, and that anything short of that is setting it up for failure. Councilmember Rose added
that she would like the letter to ask for clarity as to whether the funding is there, and that there is
a commitment to the success of NextGen.

APPROVED Motion for the Westside Central Service Council to submit a letter to the FY22
Budget Hearing and the Metro Board prior to the May Board meeting to express concerns that
sufficient budget information needs to be provided to the public in advance of budget adoption to
provide clarity as to whether there is a budget commitment to the success of NextGen and that it
reflects the cost analysis for the needed improvements.
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7. RECEIVED Public Comments for items not on the agenda

An email comment was received from Wayne Wright stating: This is in regard to quality of life
Issues on Metro buses. Since the pandemic, quality of life of Metro busses has slipped down and
this is what I have seen on Metro busses...AC on busses aren't activated, mainly on warmer
weather days. head signs are blank, or screwed up! AVA signs are blank and sometimes not
working! Unable to get to mask boxes to get mask installed on Metro busses due to roped off
area of busses, mainly past the main seating area and some operators are being petty over issues
with passengers on Metro busses, like standing in front of rear door, to not sitting or standing in
wheelchair and senior seating area, most times that are not roped off. Would like matters
corrected, mainly with the AC issues. Thank you.

An eComment was received from Richard Arauz stating: I think that there should be more Metro
Bike Share stations between the central and west LA service areas because it is hard to get
between the two service areas in the time frame to not be charged or extend the time frame. I
have used the feature on the Bike Share site to suggest new locations but the map appears to be
very outdated since it appears it hasn't been updated since the start of bike share. Also, there are
new Bike Share stations that have been added often but they are little help. For example, there
was a new station installed "Wiltern" that is three blocks away from two other stations. These
stations should be put in places where there is no Bike Share within a mile.

An anonymous eComment was received stating: Front door boarding and fare collection should
resume so that operators can make people wear their masks. There has been enough time for
operators to be fully vaccinated and many other transit systems have resumed front door
boarding. There should also be more mask and fare enforcement because I’ve seen many people
hop fare gates and not wearing masks. I think Metro should implement a fare structure like San
Francisco Muni with all door boarding on all lines and when riders pay cash they get a receipt
valid for 90 minutes of travel. This can move service faster and allow fare enforcement on buses.

8. CHAIR and Council Member Comments - None

ADJOURNED at 8:41 p.m.


